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SUMMARY 

The paper presenta asti mat ione «*' future e^eelaaking in the world 

by regions and baaed on this the role of mini-steel silla for the 

devsloping countries ig deacribftd. 

À comparison of the advantages and disadvantage» of the mini-atee 1 

milla with those of the conventional steel plants is presented« 

The paper providee information on the opportunity of the developing 

countries for establishing mini-steel mills in the fraae of the market 

development, raw-material potent isla, and energy conditions. 

The author concluded that, due to lower investment expenditures per 

annual ton of steel as well aa due to lower manufacturing coat« and 

energy and raw materials situation, mini-steel mille will have an 

important roie to play in the developing countries. 



(1) PROSPECTIVE EVOLUTION OF STE1LMAKJNG THROUGHOUT 
• J?£f *D AND IW DISTRIBUTION BY THE VARIOUS DO«: 
TIKBNTS AND PROCESSFS   

Trying to evaluate the importane« of mini-eteel mill« for steel, 
making in tht Third World require* «ouïe deliberations on tao 
evolution of future steelmaking in general.   An important part 
ill played by the fact that up to data mini ateel mill. naVt tmn* 
their broadaat application in industrialised countriea auch as 
tao United States, Japan, Germany, and Italy, whereas their 
existence is given in a few developing countries only so far 
Forecasts of a series of worldwide renowned experts la this 
area make available to us data anticipating a volume of pro. 
duction in the range of approximately 800 million to 1 billion 
tona by IMO. Por 1985, J.R. Miller l> indicates a probable 
production figure of 1,025 million tona. 

Taking into consideration that for tsia erection of completely 
naw steelmaking plant« between the moment of making the 
decision and the steel mill startup, normally a per'od of 
time in the range of two to five yeare will be necessary, and 
considering further that at present we are approaching al- 
ready the mid-Seventies, it is astonishing met most of thee« 
forecasts just cover thia short interval. 

In reference to some factors which are essential for the 
determination of the growth possibilities in the area of steal, 
making throughout the world, auch as the growth of the world 
population, the growth of the por capita consumption of steel, 
and the intensely increasing industrialisation of developing 
countries, it has been tried to forecast the evolution of world 
eteel production by the year 2000. 

Figura 1 
Thia has led   to figures of world ateel production by 
ISSO in the amount of 914 million tona, by 1990 in the amount 
of i. 4 billion tona, and by the year 2000 in the still unoonceivably 
high amount of 2.2 billion tona. 
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H one regarda the potential growth rateB of population 
by he year 2000 against the background of ££ ve• 
optüni.tic sounding figures, the above data appear ¿ 
be essentially more realistic. 

The ordinate of this figure shows logarithmically 
living1"     P°pulttion in millions, the hatched beam, 
giving the number of population in 1970, and the sones 

ÎÎT!     ^*Khiuh are not hatched' *• Po^ntial popula. 
li?/•??* th! year 200°- The Potion of dJSto- P ng countries will have nearly doubled at the beginning 
of the next millennium, the Latin American and Afrii-Í 

Sä"ä ? «y to have the ^E^^ M.fl    Tí ^P"1^1011 growth of the traditional indus- 
trial countries, however, will be relatively small wilJi 
about 40ipct, Northern America reachig a p^ptuonally 

Ï&5A.7"- 47 PCt' °V€r the USSR with 36 ¿t and Europe with 23 pet. ^ 

Following these statistical figures, the population growth 

tha?wXrllWi11 be ?*4 bUli0n * th* ye^OOO   TS ftct 
£.JT    ^th§ 8Cope of thcse fi«ure« »he growth of AaU 
tee íw. tí ftMe"ed W,th 75 •** on* m*k« ^»r "hat the above value appears to be rather low- rated. 

£&£•_£ 

The next Figure represents the per capita steel 

Th?hSPK "11" VariOUS countrie« and continents. 
th£ 51^1   i*"*" °« the left-hand side of the graph .how 

üíiteAe\ TTptÍOn °f indUStr,al *on" •h " « ^ 
«ÏÏîfîîÎ!!'        Eur°Pean Community, the Federal Re- 

iSSf/ififiî     Kerage \°° kgS per CftPita durin« the year. 
¿Z'lí; • vT88 the con«u*Ption of developing coun» 
{lid. r    ar belOW 10° kgs of 9teel P°r capita] This 
,!!.•«? a,ner,

erage world 8teel consumption of appro- 
»imately 150 kgs per capita of the world population. 

Figures 
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On the right-hand aide of the graph,, the potential growth 
rates o* thè pei  < ¿pi1.a ror.suinpSionf, by the yc«.i 'J.OuQ ha- @ 
been reprpacnteH in th* form of curves. According to them, 
the per capita consurrpüo" oí steel u, the irvluatrializer' 
nones will inertie from approximately 500 kg« to ap; ro- 
ximately 800 kgs pt- capita, whereas forecasts say t1::! 
an increase of stc-ei consumption in ihe developing countries 
will take place from approximately 50 kgs to 80 kg»; to an 
average of 150 kgb per capita. 

From these figures regarding the per capita consumption 
throughout the world which is below 200 kgs, an increase 
to more than 400 kgs, perhaps even up to 500 kg« per ca- 
pita of the world population, may I* derived. 

So doubling the per capita consumption and the potential 
doubling of the population might lead, within the next de- 
cades, to a possible quad rupi leation of steel consumption 
and steel production. 

) forecasting the evolution of the individual steelmaking 
i processes existing in the world appear» to be essentially 
1 more difficult. J R. Miller anticipates by 1985 the following 
' proportions: 

Oxygen steel production 65     pet 
Electric steel production 28     pet 
Open-hearth st«el production 6.5 pet 
Bessemer steel production 0. 5 pet 

Taking into consideration  already well known trends of 
certain phenomena such as the decline of open-hearth steel- 
making and the Bessemer procees as well .i«* the probable 
meeting of world energy requirements in the long run, par- 
ticularly by means of nuclear energy, the following evolution 
may here be forecast: 

Electric eteelmaking 1980 appr. 180 million tons, appr.. 20 pet 
1990 appr. 600 million tons, appr.  42 pet 
2000 appr. i.4 billion  tons, appr.  58 pet 



Batic oxygwn «teelmasuig 1910 appr, 510 million too», appi», || pet 
IMO appr. 800 miUiofi tona, appr. H pet 
2000 appr. 1.0 billion  ton«, appr. Upet 

When considering  these figure«, which at present appear to he 
•till unconeeivably high, ti aiust be resil?cd that in th« long 
run an over-proportionate increase of coste la to be «ape<!t«d 
in th« area of manpower and coking coal, and that the growth 
rate» for ih« haulage of liquid hydrocarbon» will «how a decli- 
ning tendency. The u»e oí low-quality foaail   iuel« will have to 
meet «tul tighter criteria in view of heavier restriction» in 
the area of environmental pollution,wh«rea« the growth of nu- 
clear energy toward« being the predominant energy source 
se anticipated. Developments through the use of nuclear ener- 
gy *o the «lit 'ict production of stesi from or«, presently pur- 
sued among other» by study commissiona in Japan and th« Fe- 
deral Republic of G«rtnany, will reach their large-scale prac- 
tical application within some 10 to 18 years, and, in vi«w of 
generally increasing energy cost«, this will lead to the si- 
tuation that *h« gasification of th« above-mentioned low-quality 
fossil   fuels for the generation of reducing gene« will result 
in commercially compel it h   cost prices of sieh synthetic 
gasea. This will bring about another significant growth of 
direct reduction»the decisive breakthrough of which may He 
expected within th« next 2 to 3 years. While 1 do not intend to 
make her« forecast« a« to the anticipated production of «porge 
Iron until th« year 2000, it appear« to be thinkable that, by 
th« beginning of th« third millennium, production figure« of 
•oms hundred million tea« of «penga iron may b« achievable. 



a. MIN I-STK EI, MILLS, MARKED OFF AND   CONSÌDEKED 
IN THJJIR MSTOMCAI. RVOMJTiON 

After the just bul It Ah fif»i»:-Pb faulting from the forecast 
of the potential evoluti*->u in the Jong run, it is almost 
sobering to go back •.(, tho orfitr of mini-steel mills as 
they have presented ihenihf.ïven so far to the observer. 
So there exists a generul tencency of describing the mini- 
steel mili «is a senii-integrated steel workf» specialised 
in the area of producing one or two relatively simple kinds 
of steel product   (suci as contrete reinforcing bars, wirs 
rod, small structurais.and the like), of relatively uniform 
quality and in quantities up to some hundred thousand tons 
per year. 

The technical basis of such u iu.ni.ste«) mill is tht availa- 
bility of electric arc fumases, continuous-casting facilities, 
and efficient small rolling m il Is, the products of which will 
be sold in a market relatively adjacent to the plant.   Mills 
of this concept exist inlnrge numbers, in some countries 
of the world, as for instance in tue United States with 
approximately 35 to 40, in Italy with far more than 20, and 
in Spain with as good as a dozen.   All these plants  are fi- 
nally based^ from a technical point of view, upon two success- 
ful developments made daring the recent decades, via. 
continuous cssting oi billete and the UHP electric arc fur- 
naces. This latter in aa electric arc furnace in which the 
ins ailed transformer effit enry per ton of tipping weight 
rcachea a value of at least ¿50 to 500 VA,thus enabling it 
to achieve, with this high efficiency,    tap-to-tap 
ttnass of less than 2 hour«. Taking into consideration 
that the first electric furnace of this efficiency was put 
operational some ten years ago only, it is  ama ting 
in what short a time the UHP electric arc furnacs had 
its breakthrough. 



With these achievable and relatively short  tap to Up 
time« it bacarne possible to feed a billat continuous-casting 
machine in a way to facilitate a reasonaöle ratio between the 
operating time and the total time available. Taxing into consideration 

that with normal carbon steels a maximum casting time, on 
a continuous-casting machine, in the order of approximately 
1.5 hours is acceptable and tha» an extension of this time, for 
reasons of the steel temperature in the ladle and consequently 
in the distributor, is not yet recommendable, there remain 
•till approximately 0.5 hours for the préparât ¿en of euch a 
facility for the next casting operation, a time which, in prac- 
tice, iray be reduced without any difficulty. On the other hand, 
numerous plants have substantially shorter casting times du« 
to the tapping weights of relatively small furnaces and the cas* 
ting quantity per time unit of casting machines with several 
strands, so that frequently, for instance, two furnaces serve one 
easting machine in order to improve the operating time of this fa- 
eility in view of the relatively short casting times just men- 
tioned« 

The development of the direct-reduction technology into opera- 
tionally proved and economically reasonable plant sises has 
made possible for mini-steel mills, until ¿hen semi-integrated, 
the final step toward» full integration, i.e. exactly like con- 
ventional steel works they are in a position to produce a pro- 
duct — by using ore and the supply of energy for the reduction 
and melting of this material — which qualitatively does not at 
all differ from that which is being obtained over the so-called 
classical way of coking metallurgy. The following figure which 
opposes in principle the process routes of the conventional steel 
works and those of s fully integrated mini-steel mill clearly 
shows that in such a fully integrated mini-steel mill, as com- 
pared to a conventional works, quite a series of process steps 
eau be saved. Figurée 
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As shown in this figure, the conventional steel work- h,- - 
tially the following procès« step«: * eMM" 

Upgrading of raw nu eriois 

pig-iron production in the blast furnace 

oxygen converter steel plant 

ingot casting 

blooming train 

billet train 

finishing train 

^Í2ll0rífi*prfce*8 Bteps may be a"ributed to the fully mte. 
«rated mini-steel nuli corresponding to the definition already 

Upgrading of raw materials 

•ponge-iron production 

•teelmaking in UHP electric arc furnaces 

billet production In continuous-casting machines 
finishing train 

íiíü? bi* reroarked« ln add^on to the above comparison Out 
1.^1 S14*" î.h# 9ame kind 0f finich*d P•««« h¿ been ' assumed in order to make it fairly reasonable. In doing this 
{SIX?*1*. ln the f0rm °f 8tCel bar°' concrete re"«!;' 
tu^hf Tnd W re rod aS wel1 as U«ht and m^ium struc 
SÏÏTi?!     *? take" int° con8ideration. Whüe the conven! 
ÎÏÏSliïi^ WOrkf ureqUÍreB R 6eries of irruption, in the 
S3 vLfi 7/K 

With thC fuUy ime8rated ^^-^el mül the 
c«t^r.    th0 m«*n•&«*. VìE. the development of a 
to .u^cr

Cêa8        ßteelra*kin«' m*y ^ready be realized 



•*••! 

Until the finished product, there remain two boundary 
positions only, viz. the ladle for furnace tapping and opera- 
tion of the continuous*casting machine as well as the billet 
yard ahead of the rolling-mill finishing train. 

The next graph shows        a perspective drawing of the ma- 
terial flow of the youngest and most modern fully integrated -trtfm- 
mini steel mill of the world, Hamburger Stahlwerke GmbH, W"* 
Hamburg, Federal Republic of Germany. S 

In thia graph, the both remaining boundUry position« have 
bean indicated by corresponding arrows. 

J 
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S. PROFITABILITY CRITERIA OF A FULLY INTEGRATED 
MINI STEEL MILL 

As to the essential factors Involved in the profitability of 
ft mini steel mill on the basis of scrap, quite a series of 
publications hae already been made, so that just now it does 
not appear to be necessary to enter into this matter in more 
detail. The preeminent  economic advantages of such mills 
as compared to conventional steel works are to be found es- 
pecially in the area of .the comparably very low investment 
cost. 

Since during recent years no completely new conventional steel 
works have been erected worldwide, only two examples are 
left for a numerical valuation of the expense. According to 
Japanese source«, the expense of specific investment cost of 
conventional mills are to be rated to approximately 800 to 
1,200 DM per annual ton of capacity, in the second half of 
the sixties, and as to the metallurgical plant presently un- 
der construction at Fos-sur-Mer near Marseilles, specific 
investment costs are being expected which are by far in ex- 
cess of. this figure. At the 6th Annual Meeting of the Inter- 
national Iron and Steel Institute, S. Galluzzo reported that the 
cost of a mini-steel mill in Northern Italy was in  the range 
of le s than $ 80per ton,ass ning the prices rf 1969/1970 
referring to a mill with an ar.nual capacity of 100,000 tons. 
Adding still approximately $ 60 per annual ton of capacity, 
of specific investment cost, for a direct reduction plant,this 
lead8 to a figure of about $ 140 per annual ton of the fully in- 
tegrated steel mill which, let us say, is in accordance with 
the figures required for the investment of Hamburger Stahl- 
werke GmbH, in the greenfield. There a total amount of tome 
DM 450 per ton of annual capacity have been invested. 



Another cost advantage of mini atcel mill* is to be noted par- 
ticularly in highly develcpet countries with tlit.-ir corresponding- 
ly high standard of living, where personnel expenses incurred 
by conventional mills are in tome caaes in excess oí 40 t>ct 
of the total sales volume, bearing in mind that in conventional 
mill* the production per man and year reaches some 200 to 
300 tons. On the basis oí the figures mentioned by Golluaio 
for the above plant in Northern Italy, a productivity of 500 to 
550 tons per man and year may be determined, and the same 
figure of productivity  results from Hamburger Stahlwerke GmbH 
even involving the personnel for the operation of the direefcre- 
duction plant. 

The productivity figures per man anti year of similar steel 
mills such as Badische Stahlwerke AG and Georgetown Steel 
Corporation are also in the range of this typical scope of mi- 
ni mills. 

An extensive comparison regarding the conditions when setting 
up a statement of materials and energy, on the one hand for 
the mini-steel mill, and on the other for a conventional works, 
has already been made by Maschlanka et al.   at the International 
Symposium on Direct Reduction, in Bucharest. By this paper 
it has been made clear that for the production of 1 ton of wire 
rod or bars, in the conventional mill, 1,985 kgs of material 
will have to be handled,whereas in the fully integrated mini 
•teti mill this quantity will Amount to 1,500 I ¿s only.   Even for 
the net energy consumption figures of the individual different 
process routes, an advantage has been assessed for the fully 
integrated steel mill consuming with 4.85 million Kcal less 
energy than the conventional steel works with 4.97 million 
Kcal to produce the same ton of wire rod or bar. 



With the ratea of DM 150/ton of coke, DM 6.30/mlllion Kcal 
of natural gas,  DM 0.04/kWh of power, and DM 2.38/kg of 
electrodes, it has been verified that the energy cost of the 
mini-steel mill amounts to 82. & % only of that of a conventional 
works. 

The last remaining cost advantage of mini-steel mille over 
conventional mills is related to lower freight rates of finished 
products. This applies especially to mini-steel mills on the 
basis of scrap located in major consumer markets. While such 
a mill is in a position to sell a major proportion of its quanti- 
tatively limited output within one of these outlets, It is indis- 
pensable  to the essentially higher production rate of a conven- 
tional mill to serve also other markets with a less favorable 
freight cost. 

However, this quantitatively unproved advantage of the mini- 
steel mill disappears  if either the local scrap availabilities of the 
market to be served are not iargt- enough to supply the mini- 
steel mill with scrap, or if the raw materials for the fully in- 
tegrated mini steel mill hax > to be delivered 'rom far away. 
In this case, however, it must be taken into consideration that 
with freight rates calculated in conformity with market con- 
ditions the transport way of bulk   materials    to the plant site such 
as iron ores may be four times the distance of the shipment of fi- 
nished goods, at equal cost. Eventually necessary intermediate 
handling when transporting the input materials to the plant 
•ite, maybe of ore or scrap, however, ,W£U affect on its part 
such distance-cost ratio. 
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ta the order of about 1 „m. and th. pipane   rlTorfo 
natural (a, over a distance of 10 to >o t• 1¡1,    M        ^ 
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4, CHANCES OF THE MI] vSTB'KL M:LL¿> ÎK DEVKLGPING 
COUNTRIES __ 

A   -   Market Developm e.-U 

To begin with, li mimt bo remarked in this Chapter that it it 
extremely difiicuï.t to iu,rp together «he rather different mar- 
kets of the individual developing countries and then to give a 
plain description of the market development in developing 
countries. Therefor* 'ho following explanations should be 
understood with the reservation tiiet ir. the concrete case with 
reference to a singlo and eventually small country they are 
of conditional evident:-- only; however to the entirety of the 
countries referred to they  will be of a certain probability. 
In other words: The laws of mathematical statistics will have 
to be considered also in this case. 

An analysis of the ste-îl consumptions related to individual 
products in some industrialized countries   shows that the 
proportion of rounds such as wire rod, concrete reinforcing 
barbas well as that of light and medium structurais accounts 
for approximately  30 to 40% of the overall steel consumption. 
Up to 50% of the consumption fail to the sector of flat steel 

SSÍÜf!? ThÍCh Wii\ ï* reprç«ented here by the production of hot 
wide strip, in genere! terms. Ta: ing into consideration that 
such products aro usad for processing, mainly for automotive 
bodies as well as industrial and household electrics as, for 
instance, refrigerators, cookinf ovens, deep-freezing chests, 
and the. lik*, it can be so« n th-t the consumption of hot-rolled 
wide strip in the developing countries cannot yet account for 
•o large a proportion,   it will surely not be too erroneous 
to assume  that the proportion of products generally attri- 
buted to a mini pteel mill is in the range of approximately 
50% of the total consumption of steel products in developing 
countries, and in this connection it should be remarked in 
passing that even the manufacture  of heavy plates for ship, 
building and heavy industries may he successfully realized 

lì«,?1«"81*61 n,iU,fts *hown bv the sample of Oregon Steel 
Mill in Portland, Oregon, USA. 
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With an assumed steel consumption of 15(1 kgs per oaoH. mrf 

taly 800 to 350,000 Ion« per year would already exist for the- 

t?..pra^ i8, ^ri•0^*that ^ -^ ~* tit» are nil,  against this background the output of ¡hot roL 

Ktt within reasonable economical tranrpoit routes and eon«, 
qtian ly also raaaonabl« transport cost.  >e   likely To 
ex*st a» only very few countries coming here tnto 
qwticm, to that only the alternative of exoortmg a high per- 
C^tag. tf thi. output would b. attractive. Thi.f hc^aa- 
only oa economical if the location of such a plant is aa favorii. 
%¿F*Tm *%t0r ««*«**. large >^^]£!ZS2? 
ovar oeaaji-going véasela of iaPgi» Äfld ltrgttt iomH%9    w 

rtta^/S?!** n*"•* ? ilt*1 con»*««Ption foracaat par e*- 
pit* In the longer run thi. ratio would change, only ¿L few 
Ita«, wauld than be in a poaitio« to sail ll5kÄ"Ä. 

T*mt?tîlî^nTUrtm-  ror ^ Weal producHine 

««nation a market of approximately 1 million people ia enouah 
reaaon to think over the areotion of auch a ptonV JK an M 
nuaj opacity of some 250 to 300,000 ton«. Even if a 100« - 

inuTL £Ln VT* °f thf fl,lilh,>d producl * wcn • mini-ataal nUU ia taken into consideration, market inlets with a ra- 
diiia of about 200 to 100 km adjacent to the plant site can 
Ü ^lu •erv,d M fâvor*W« «oat. In view of the population 

into .^rif JÜntfuM "r,iW""** «Amanta ara coming 
tòt© exietence, the own supply of a larga pan of auch retiaM 
torougk a local »im .tt#l ^l ^ ,4^ * m mm ****- 



B - Raw material potentials 

The importance of developing countries as raw material sup- 
pliers for the large industrialized countries of the world it 
sufficiently known. So, for instance in 1971 the share of Brazil 
in the world iron-ore suoply was in the order of 4.22 %, 
that of Venezuela 2.92%, that of India (Goa) 4.11?», that of 
Liberia 3.34%, to make tient ion cf the most important ones 
only. The countries of the Northern American Continent only 
(Canada with 5.94%, and che U.S. witn 11.25% of the haulage 
worldwide) as well as the USSR meet the largest part of their 
iron-ore consumption by means oí suppliée from national de- 
posits, sind bcyon'' that they ere able to export significant quan< 
titles (Australia and Sweden as additional important exporting 
countries shall not he referred to in this connection). Assu- 
ming in addition that the i rot,-or e deposits of developing coun- 
tries are to a large extent ores with a relatively high Fe con- 
tent and that by using the most modern upgrading techniques 
it is possible to bring these ores to an iron content of 65 "Uid 
more , ar cen¡t, reducing particularly the acid gangue propor- 
tion in a corresponding manner, this will lead to a number of 
fevorable supply possibilities for the production of sponge 
Iron in developing countries. This is of   special importance 
because countries of thir type generally have available rela- 
tively insignificant old scrap rieings since the average life 
of machinery and equipment in developing countries tends to 
be essentially longer than tha< in large industrialised coun- 
tries. The output cap .¡.cities v; Iron and nheet processing 
plants are also still relatively low,so that generally speaking 
•mall quantities of recycled scrap only will arise. 

This means that in developing countrios the supply of a scrap- 
melting mini-steel mill would be given at a few locations 
only. 
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While in principle the alte -native possibility of importine 
scrap for the supply of th  . kino oí plants would come into 
question, such possibilities are very scarcely practicable 
partly due to very long transport routes, and'partly for rèa- 
sons of national economy, since on the one hand scrap prices 
to the free world market are subject to heavy fluctuations so 
that the profitability of a scrap-melting mini-steel mill cannot 
be given  at any rate, and on the other hand there does exist 
the potential danger that.due to increasingly more protec- 
tionist attitudes of countries export^ scrap, still today a 
general restriction imposed to scrap exports is no longer 
unthinkable. It is just from this point of view that the recent- 
ly strengthening efforts of various mini-steel mili operators 
have to be seen to evade this danger by the installation of, 
or the participation in joint sponge-iron producing ventures 
As a matter of fact, however, it appears to be hampering 
within this trend that the direct-reduction processes actually 
offered have been operated on a large scale during a relatively 
short period of time only, and on the other hand certain spongt- 
iron plants have not yet achieved the success they had been 
expected to. Nevertheless, it should bo mentioned here that 
the reasons therefor*are manifold and that in many cases 
plant difficulties have been decisive, whereas the processes 
for themselves have proved to be reliable, as this must be 
stated here representatively of the Midrex process. 

While due to reasons of national economy in some countries 
considerations have been made as to calculate the existing 
tout not so suitable ore reserves for upgrading and processing 
to direct-reduction plants, it must be generally considered 
that the available raw material potentials in developing coun- 
tries, as «ompared to those of industrialized countrisa, are 
considerably more favorable,thus pleading for a major num- 
ber of mini-ateel mills on th« basis of ¡ocal sponge-iron 
production. ^ • 
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Backing such efforts, the UNIDO grants help very liberally 
as was shown in detail by Mr. Nijh.iwan 4' on the occasion 
of the Symposium on Direct Reduction. In Bucharest. 

Coking coal, also in future important for steelmaking in the 
conventional way, is being considered for certain reasons 
when analyzing the energy conditions, and has been mentioned 
here on account of completeness only. 

In the same way, mention shall be made on account cf complete- 
ness of raw materials and supplie«, for steelmaking such as 
particularly refractory materials, additives, etc. Since these 
materials account for a small proportion only of the overall 
manufacturing cost of steel, either in the blast furnace/oxygen 
converter steel plani route or in the direct reduction/electric 
steel mill route.it is not necessarily required to manufacture 
them in the respective countries themselves. So. for instance, 
the erection of an own refractory industry will only be given 
if several steelmaking operations  will justify such an invest* 
ment within the scope of their demand. 



C » Energy condition« 

•- 

Since the largest part of   the operational nrocessing cost 
incurred from ore to steel  both in the way  blast furnace/ ' 

^HH ,-      erîergy COSt- an ***««"">" of the energy 
conditions prevailing in devUoping countries is of utmost 
importance to the qu.-ation of an own steehnaking industry 
Th«.deposits of suitable coking coal r.rc, Reneraliy speaking, 
rattier insignificant in developing countries, and the Lin 

ESÍT» °f Î5!9 klnd °f i>roduct8 a• »h* United States, the 
Federal Repubhc 01 Germany, Australia, and the U.K. in 
the Western as well as Poland and the USSR in the Eastern 
hemisphere. The cost price of coking coal should be subject 
to a relatively heavy increase in the years to come,  just due 
to their geographical distribution, so that ite importance 

K*      u°rlf Steel Prcduclion wi« »ho* a declining tendency. 
Net or hardly coking coal deposits in Jar?c quantities and 
at favorable cost conditions are raising anew at many places the 
question of their possible application in the iron and steel in- 
dustries, considering on th* one hand th« use in solid-material 
direct-reduction processe, but on the other hand also pressors 
gasification for generating reducing gasts   and their use in 
gas reduction processes.    Tiie latter variant would take ad- 
vantage, on the ont hand, of the widely completed develop- 
»ent of the Koppers-Totsek   process, but on the other hand 
of the intense investigation on the use of high-temperature 
reactors within the compound system of an integrated steel 
works on the basis of direct réduction. 
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It may be expected that just the trials to use nuclear heat for 
the generation of reducing %**       from fossil   fuel« will lead, 
within some years, to large-scale successfully useable com- 
pound plant« offering the advantage that already further im- 
proved and  sophisticated gas reduction processes on a con- 
tinuous basis will facilitale the secured and economical 
utilisation of those gas«* 

The use of liquid hydrocarbonb for ore reduction has been 
limited so far to the addition of crude oil to the tuyères of 
the blast furnace at a maximum r3te of aporoximateiy 70 kgs 
per ton of pig iron. The une of crude oil as melting energy 
source has been linked until now to the open-hearth process, 
presently dying out, and no other way*» art noticeable which 
might permit essentially the utilisation of this primary energy 
source for conventional steelmaking. The importance of crude 
oil as an energy source, generally speaking, will increase, 
however, in future and might be affected only if for reasons 
of trade or business policy certain quantitative restriction» 
were imposed by the producing countries. Since this, how- 
ever, should influence- the availability of crude oil in the main 
consumer countries only, but not in the other developing 
countries, such a bottleneck cannot b<* further considered, 
but the que*tion arises as to which arc the possibilities of 
using crude oil beyond the ways already mentioned.   Here tht 
gasification of crude oil by meant» of the Shell or Texaco pro- 
cesses for the generation of gaseous reducing agents might 
also provide for a further strengthening of the gas reduction 
processes. While it may be.technically realizable without 
difficulties that such u gasification of heavy fuel oil generate» 
reduction gas        of the required analysis for gas reduction 
processes, the economics in comparison with directly avail- 
able methane gas       äs given only conditionally due to several 
process steps and the cooling down required between them 
as well as reheating. 



Locally avBiltòl^ ernie- oü.th, .y„¡„,.,.,A ar,¿     , 
th. M.rn.tlon.1 marl-.«... i, ,.„, pos, ,bie du,.      „„, "' • '" 

ssrr!•" '^^ ¿tassar* *t#el milis m future at such pitee« provided that ih« onerati«*» 
of •teetrie power .ou,ci also he realized at a favorawfcoT 

¡Äf«coumneii menuom-d iurth^r below,  this variation 
mould also materialize in the long run. 

tí£^Z^ZPl?' ín the neiKhborh^ of • major r- 
¿17JÎ% y ^g in a posUon t0 UB* P*rt ot the   usually 

Hew If ST! Tfy than With the u8* of crud« «Ü i" ".ell. U !L «genual expansion of the refinery capacity in 
ZZtZXT" t0 be *ntic^ted »» the „car iuTur,^ difïi- 
tTfllW?iOP   5. TrlHeS' great imPortance must be attribut«! 

^«íe ïo^ qThl ydrOCarbr* eíther in 0rl«inftl    «" 2ri- 
slal«„rJTT/.J     corre8Pdndin« envelopment work for large- 
f^lï L f energy aource8 for the manufacture of tpome 
iron haa achieved considerable progress already at pl.ee. " 
known to the author. 

ÜLírjT *•.**"* P•* of view chancer of resitting fully inte- 
aT^eJL      teel r"a,S "" "C baE13 0i «V« hydrocarbons 
il^! l?i

SOU?eS Ca,î ^ 8C*n under certfti« condition, only. 
^1 ^LdÍ,8P08Íng °f °T n*tural^* ^Posits and eTth.'r 
taZfii    'oreign ore. with a high Fe content to be favorably 
»ported, an excellent chanc. of development in the field 
tf steelmaking may be forecast in general t.nns. 



This does not only apply to the proper definition of (he mini 
steel mill in view of quantities and »noducta, but rather to 
»teolma^ing on thi- basis of direct reducbon/elecinc furnftc« 
procesa, generally shaking       Evolutions of this kind can 
be observed airead- today :    Uussia and Iran, and it n.«y 
be considered as ühsolutety su>*o HIP» olhf:r States with si- 
milarly favorabie energy-cost conditions will follow up soon 
with the installation of this kind of plant.     Projects which 
appear to be favo? able as to cost and competitiveness against 
international comparison will, in any cafe, iead to the rea- 
lization of a number of steel r.iills on the bp.sis of direct re- 
duction/electric arc furnaces /continuous-casting machines, 
at least up to the manufacture of semi-finished materials, ' 
and the further growth of sicol demand in   the neighborhood 
regions of such novel plant facilities should leave it merely 
up to time when the respective investments will be realized 
for the further processing of at least part of the semi-finished 
material manufactured at those places into finished product«. 
It is rather probable that the availability of natural gas 
will favor such projects, not only at the place or in the neigh- 
borhood of their being extracted, but also that with impro- 
ving techniques and cost reduction of the transport of lique- 
fied gas,  Mini-«!töel mi] In should >?e.ne~aJ ly b« 
installed in the immediate neighborhood of a regasification 
plant of major capacity. It will be decisive, in this respect, 
that correspondingly long-term supply possibilities exist 
which would have to be secured as to prices, justifying eco- 
nomically this kind of investment. 

In view of all these observations as to energy economics, 
the question of the availability of electric power and its 
cost,as well as the necessity of correspondingly strong 
electric networks for the operation of mini-steel miUs, 
must not at all be disregarded. Taking into consideration, 
however, that on the basis of all above-mentioned primary 
energies the generation of electric power will be possible 
at approximately the same cost, no heavily diverging con- 
ditions have to be expected for the melting energy of such 
electric furnace mills. 
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It goes without saying that the avai)..toiiit,v of hydro-electricity 
offers  the most importp-.t advanta^o, as to cost, and the 
water quantities and supplies therefoiencceRnary are to be 
found almost exclusively in developing countries.The Invest- 
ment required for the development oí such potential hydro- 
electric power is, however, tremendous in some cases, 
passing by far beyond the finonrja) power of the individual 
States owning those supplies. Joint ventures of several neigh- 
borhood countries, eventually in conjunction with  generous 
international funds for financing of such investments, will 
contribute to meet  at least partially the increasing require- 
ments of electric power worldwide. Most recent examples 
such as the joint Yugoslavian-Rumanian Danube power sta- 
tion, the Brazilian-Paraguayan project, the once politically 
hard-disputed construction of the Cabora Bassa high dam, 
and the Tarbela project in Pakistan, as well as the Euphrates 
high dam and the completion of the Aswan dam, may 
be sufficient in this connection. 

The development of nuclear power generation by means of 
different processes will provide for an improved uniformity 
of the power cost price worldwide. The marked tendency even 1» 
nuclear energy generation towards cost degression by increased 
installed power      rates might shift substantially if the de- 
velopment of the high«temperature reactor also in units of 
several hundred MW of performance brings the anticipated 
practical results.Correspondingly strong and strongest dis- 
tribution nets as well as an increasing compound system of 
power supply also in developing countries will facilitate the 
connection of cleclric arc furnaces with transformer effi- 
ciencies of 30 to 50 MVA, with easy supply and acceptable 
net reactions, and al6o tite technical improvement of the 
transfer of highest tensions far beyond of 380 kV are Indi- 
cative that the percentage power distribution cost will increase 
as irrelevantly as the power cost price in comparison with 
the forecast growth rates of other energies. 



D - Conclusione 

Following a number of opinions and comments on the further 
evolution of steel industry recently published, the tendency 
may bt derived that in the great industrialized countries an 
essential growth of capacity will no longer take place in future. 
Taking into consideration the efiorts of   major steelmakers, 
in part already materializing, to carry through additional ca- 
pacities in countries with privileged Vocational criteria, instead 
of the expansion in thoir own countries, the essentially stronger 
growth rate of steelmakmg in developing countries can alrea- 
dy be anticipated, it is only the kind of process     to be used 
which will determine whether thereby the growth of ateelmaking 
capacity in developing countries is to be equated with the 
growth of mini-steel mill capacities. 

The ideas pointed out in connection with the evaluation of energy 
conditions indicate that on the basis of coking metallurgy no 
overwhelming chances will exist for the realization of projects 
in the order of magnitude then becoming necessary, since the 
investment volumes required in those cases would reach an 
order which is likely to surpass the financial power of even 
the largest steel companies. A contribution to this will surely 
be the fact that, generally speaking, the steel industry has had 
relatively small earnings during recent years, so that the avail- 
able and useable funde are also limited on this side, invest- 
ments in the range of about US$ 100 million should represent 
an order of magnitude which might be raised by such a company 
group within one to two years for a project in developing countries, 
of its own strength. This would create, then, the basis of 
such an economically reasonable mini-steel mill of the fully 
integrated type which in subsequent years could be expanded 
by modules of capacity, offering the possibility of further finan- 
cing in part already by means of re-invest ed depreciations 
oí the first constructional stage. 
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Considerations rimilsr io those on the íina:.-íng power of 
large groups of steel companies Aiming at «he creation of 
additional capacities in developing countries should also apply 
to a series of smaller countries   which intend to build up a 
steelmaking industry of then own in order to meet at least 
part of their domestic requirements by national production. 
Just in view of the fact that countries of this type cannot afford 
the erection of economically not working copie* of large me- 
tallurgical plants with limited ouîput#lhe increased switching 
to the concept of the mini-steel mill can be anticipated. If 
plants of this kind prove repeatedly their competitiveness 
in the hardest disputed markets of the world, even a rivalry 
between state-control] ed and   influential private groups can 
be expected, and it will remain to be seen to whom the erection 
of such plants will be definitely conceded. 

The fact that the main factors of manufacturing costs of such 
mini-steel mills are ranking quite favorably in most developing 
countries, even within the scope of International competition, 
has already been pointed out so that investments of this kind 
most probably will influence the national economy of the res- 
pective countries in a favorable way. However, it should be 
definitely decisive to reach quite a high productivity and 
operation to capacity of such plants. The willingness of success- 
ful mini-steel mill operators to create here, with the sale 
of know-how and the granting of technical assistance the ne- 
cessary prerequisites, deserves to be underscored. In view 
of the future  impetuous development to be expected both in 
the area of economy potentials and population in most developing 
countries, the most successful fully integrated mini steel mills 
will furthei expand gradually reaching an order of magnitude 
which according to actual definition» does no longer justify 
this name in itself. 



However, if the technical concept continues  - which appears 
to be self-evident according  o all «tatements made so far - 
the big growth-rates mentioned at the beginning of this pa- 
per for electric steelmaking will have been confirmed in 
essence. Perishable consumer goods, due to increasing 
prosperity in growth markets of mis kind, will also be a 
guarantee for the continuing existence of the concept of the 
•crap-melting electric arc furnace with continuous-casting 
facilities and small rolling mills, corresponding to the origi- 
nal definition of a mini-steel mill. And finally, the increasing 
environmental consciousness will be a guarantee in countries 
of that kind that the essentially more favorable prerequisites 
for pollution-free steelmaking will lead to further growth 
rates for a more modern technology. If one remembers« 
to conclude .with, the forecast at the beginning of this pa- 
per which appeared to be rather audacious, concerning 
the future way of steelmaking, it may at least be hoped 
that the greatest part of the doubts caused by those figures 
will hAve vanished. 
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